
The NEWEST,
HOTTEST,
TRENDIEST
kitchen stuff
WHAT’S WORTH IT, WHAT’S NOT, AND HOW
TO SAVE ON THE BEST OF WHAT’S NEW

We’ve scouted the market for everything you need to make your kitchen look and
work great and tested it all in our laboratories. And here’s our full report. Just a
word of caution: If you haven’t updated your kitchen in a while, you may be in for
more than just sticker shock. A lot has changed. Kitchens have morphed into open
living areas, and workhorse appliances have hidden controls and flush surfaces
that make them look, well, a lot less kitcheny. Though classic surfaces—stainless,
stone, wood—are always going to be hot, designers are adding a splash of color
in a racy red or bold blue stove, for example. Of course, you can wipe out your
savings to pay for all this cool stuff or read on and let us show you some clever
ways to cut corners—without sacrificing quality, performance, or looks. Yes,
it’s possible to get a dreamy new kitchen without going broke!

WHY THEY’RE
HOT Designers
are building
in as many as
three or four

in kitchens today. “Typically two
conventional ovens, a warming drawer,
and microwave,” says New York certified
kitchen designer Florence Perchuk.

THE DRAWBACKS Multiple ovens
take up lots of space, and they’re pricey.
PRICE At least $2,500 for two wall
ovens, microwave, and warming drawer

For a wall-oven look, get the
microwave off the counter. Frame it to look
like a second oven by modifying an existing
cabinet. Any microwave in stainless looks
high-end, so go for the best buy. 

Kitchens and living
areas are blending into

one fabulous space
where appliances are

part of the décor.
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WHY THEY’RE HOT
Cooktops and wall ovens
look seamless and clean.
They also offer the
flexibility of creating two

separate cooking areas, which you may want to
do if you’re remodeling. Wall ovens are easier on
the back if installed at eye level. And they can
nest beneath a countertop if space is tight.
THE DRAWBACKS The two appliances usually
cost more than a single range.
PRICE $1,000 and up each for a 30-inch electric
cooktop and electric oven

A slide-in range that tucks neatly between
base cabinets has a classy built-in look but is less
expensive. If you don’t have the space for a cooktop-
wall oven combo, check out two new double-oven
ranges we tested—the JennAir JGR8890AD[P],
$2,150, and the GE PB970SM[SS], $1,750 (shown at
left). Both can cook separate items at two different
temperatures. Plus, the top oven can be used as a
warming drawer and is the perfect  size for heating
up pizza or anything on cookie sheets.

WHY IT’S HOT TV cooking shows have
put the focus on ranges and boosted the
popularity of pro-style models. “The
bold design elevates a standard
appliance to the focal point of the room,”

says certified kitchen designer Elina Katsioula-Beall of Studio
City, Calif. And manufacturers such as Viking make them in lots
of cool colors (far right). “It’s a reaction to the coldness of
stainless and the boredom of white,” says Perchuk. 
THE DRAWBACKS Pro-style ranges can cost thousands of
dollars and in our tests were often out-cooked by cheaper,
mainstream models. Plus, some brands have been repair-prone. 
TIP Using a range as a colorful kitchen accent can strike a
bright note without
dominating the room.
PRICE $2,000 and up 

Pro-look ranges
from mainstream
manufacturers, like the
GE Café CGS980SEM [SS],
$2,700 (right), combine
stainless-steel style,
performance, and reliability
for thousands less than the
Viking, $7,000.

WHY THEY’RE HOT For a less kitcheny look, range
hoods are hiding their bulk. Check out stunning
models with industrial-strength, easy-to-clean glass,

like the chimney-style model from Thermador, shown above. 
THE DRAWBACKS Expect to pay over $1,000 for glass vent hoods. Unlike
stainless-steel models that can hide cooking gunk, glass hoods have to be
kept meticulously clean for that see-through look.
PRICE $1,000 and up for fancy hoods

Two hoods we tested, the Best by Broan U101[SS] and the Whirlpool Gold
GZ77 30XG[S], slide out of a cabinet when you need them and tuck away when you
don’t, and both did a decent job of venting smoke and steam for less than $1,000.

Cool new
features in ovens
and cooktops …
■ SPECIAL BURNERS Some
cooktops have large burners
that can boil up noodles in a
flash and precise-simmer
burners for delicate dishes.
Find them on the GE Profile
JBP81SL[SS], $1,100.
■ TOUCHPAD CONTROLS.

Push buttons, digital
readouts, and touch screens
make it easy to set precise
temperatures. 
■ BRIDGE ELEMENT This
merges two elements to
accommodate odd-shape
or oversize cookware. Find
it on the GE Profile JB968TK
[WW], $1,550.
■ CONTINUOUS GRATES

These abut one another for
sliding bulky cookware.
Find them on new models,
including the GE Profile
JGBP918WEK [WW], $1,600.
■ CONVECTION OVENS
AND RANGES WITH
CONVECTION They usually
use a fan to circulate hot air,
and may decrease baking
and roasting times. 

Not so cool …
■ SPEED COOKING Micro-
wave/convection ovens
that cut cooking time are
catching on, but performance
was spotty in our tests. 
■ STEAM OVENS AND
RANGES Some we tested
were not user-friendly and
some did not live up to their
health claims. Save the $1,000!

You might
prefer the quick visual response
of a gas flame. But electric
cooktops tend to boil water faster
and simmer food better.
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WHY THEY’RE HOT
If you want the latest
in cooking technology,
induction—a restaurant
staple just now taking off

for home use—is it. Food cooks when a magnetic
field generated under the sleek glass-top surface
causes the magnetic pan to heat up while
the cooktop itself stays cool. Our testers were
impressed with induction cooktops (we tested
models from Kenmore, Viking, Thermador, and
other manufacturers) not only because they broke
our speed record for bringing 6 quarts of water
to a near boil, but because they also offered
flawless simmering. Also, the elements shut off
automatically when you remove the pot. This
reduces the chance of cooking fires, a leading
cause of house fires.
THE DRAWBACKS They’re pricey and they haven’t
been around long enough for us to measure their
reliability. All require magnetic cookware such as
cast iron or enameled steel; some stainless-steel
pots may work, but aluminum and copper won’t.
PRICE $1,800 and up. 

If you’d like the smooth-top look without the
cost of induction technology, you can get a top-
performing gas or electric cooktop for around $600.

cooking
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WHY THEY’RE HOT French-door fridges,
which team a bottom freezer with split
refrigerator doors on top, are the fastest-
growing style. And now that more of them
have handy in-door ice and water dispensers

inside the fridge, our experts predict they might muscle out side-by-
sides, because French-door models look great, keep food at eye level,
and the narrow doors won’t smack into walls or block doorways.
THE DRAWBACKS You have to stoop for items in the freezer.
Not all have in-door ice/water dispensers, and in those that

do, dispensers steal
fridge space.
PRICE $1,600 to
$2,200

While most
are 36 inches wide and
cost $2,000 and up,
two of our top scorers,
the LG LFD22860ST
(near left) and the
GE Profile PFS22SBSS,
are 33 inches and
cost a few hundred
dollars less. 

Cool new features …
■ CONCEALED CONTROLS preserve a
kitchen’s clean lines
■ SEPARATE SPRAY JETS (called
“TurboZone,” “PowerScour,” or
“ProScrub,” depending on the brand)
zapped baked-on grime better than the
Normal cycle in our tests. But dirty
dishes must be loaded in a specific spot. 

■ PEACE AND QUIET are extras in our
top-ranked Kenmore 1374[2], $650 (below
left) and the Bosch SHE45CO[2]UC, $700
(below right). They were barely audible,
unlike many models that make a racket.
■ FLEXIBLE LOADING on adjustable
racks, tines that make room for bulky
pots, and flatware and stemware holders
provide a spot for each utensil and glass.

Not so cool …
■ STEAM CYCLES of the  Jenn-Air,
Kenmore, Maytag, and LG were
compared using each dishwasher’s
Normal cycle and its Normal cycle with
steam. There was no big diference
among the $850 to $1,500 machines.
■ DISHWASHER DRAWERS deliver
little for the $1,000-and-up price tags. 

WHY THEY’RE HOT Built-in
fridges that align with cabinets give
a clean, unified, unkitcheny look. 
THE DRAWBACKS They’re pricey
and have been repair-prone.
PRICE $4,000 and up

For about half the price,
cabinet-depth fridges, like the
$2,800 JennAir JFC2089HPR,
mimic built-ins—though they
do protrude a bit past cabinets.
They also come with trendy French
doors. But if your dream fridge
is still a true built-in, Viking and
GE Monogram offer less expensive
freestanding models that did well
in our tests. Though their $3,050
to $3,700 prices are hardly cheap,
they’re up to $3,400 less than some
of these brands’ built-in models.

What’s next
Look for metallic 
finishes such as the 
oil-rubbed bronze on 
this French door 
Jenn-Air JFC2089HPR,
$2,675.

Cool new features 
in fridges ...
■ WATER FILTERS that remove “off”
tastes and even nasty stuff like lead. Of
the four we tested, the Whirlpool Pur
4396841, $35, and Kenmore Pur
Ultimate II 09030, $50, worked great.
■ TEMPERATURE-CONTROL BINS keep
food fresher longer, and some thaw food.
Also look for beverage compartments
that speed-chill wine and other drinks. 
■ LED LIGHTING—low-voltage, low-
energy illumination—casts clearer, more
diffuse light in the fresh food area. Find it
on the GE Profile PGSS5PJX[SS], $2,650.

Not so cool …
■ MULTIMEDIA REFRIGERATORS with
TVs, calendars, and other digital gizmos
promise to organize your life as well as
your leftovers. But none of the
multimedia fridges we tested out-cooled
the best conventional fridges. 
■ FRIDGE DRAWERS may be touted as
space-saving and stylish, but they have
less capacity, are less energy efficient,
and they aren’t top performers.
TIP If you want cool fridge style, forget
the drawers and choose a reliable
French-door model, which offers a lot
more storage capacity.

Undercover dishwashers 

coolıng
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The small stuff
THE COOLEST NEW COUNTERTOP APPLIANCES
Not only are the cooking essentials shown here stylish enough to keep out on display,
but our appliance testers also rated them tops in performance.

Your mom probably had one in
basic white; now you can get
this kitchen classic in just
about any color of the rainbow.
Better yet, KitchenAid stand
mixers, such as the $300
KSM150PS model (left), from
the Artisan Series, have been
consistent top scorers in our
dough-kneading and other
tests for years.

You can’t beat solid
wood for its inviting
warmth. Plus, it was

tops at fending off kitchen wear and
spills in our tests. “If your kitchen opens
into other living areas, a wood floor is a
great unifier,” says designer Katsioula-
Beall. Unfinished woods cost less, but
our tests show that factory finishes are
more durable than those applied later.
But at $7 to $12 per square foot, also
consider these wood-look options.

ENGINEERED WOOD
WHY IT’S HOT The veneer-on-plywood
look-alike offers some of the warmth of
real oak, exotic Brazilian cherry, and other
wood varieties with better scratch
resistance and easier installation.
THE DRAWBACKS Engineered wood
wears relatively quickly, dents easily, and
can be damaged by small spills.
PRICE $5 to $10 per sq. ft.

ECO-FRIENDLIER
FLOORING
WHY IT’S HOT If you’re looking for a
wood alternative that’s natural and
doesn’t kill trees, try cork, which is taken
from bark, and bamboo planking, which 
is manufactured from a fast-growing,
renewable grass.
THE DRAWBACKS Green doesn’t always
guarantee good performance. Cork and
bamboo floors were among the most
susceptible to color change in our sun
exposure tests.
PRICE $4 to $10 per sq. ft.

WHY IT’S HOT The timeless finish will look
fresh now and for years to come, and it pairs
beautifully with almost any kitchen décor.
TIP Look for duller, brushed finishes
that are better at concealing smudges and

fingertips than the shiny stuff.
THE DRAWBACKS Expect to pay at least $100 to $300 more for
stainless appliances than for white or black models.

A suite of sleek black appliances can give a kitchen
the sophisticated cool of stainless for the same price as boring
white appliances.

If you want great espresso with
minimal hassle, the Nespresso LeCube
C180, $300, is the machine to buy.

The KitchenAid
KFP750, $200,
chopped, sliced,
shredded, and
kneaded its way to
the top of our
processor ratings.

If you just want plain old toast, the
Braun HT600, $60 (above), serves it
up with sleek pro styling. For more
cooking versatility, toaster ovens also
bake, roast, and broil. The T-Fal
Avante Elite Convection Toaster
Oven, $100, below, was our top pick.
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Granite is still what you’ll see in magazines and 
real-estate ads, but fancier synthetic materials are
giving it serious competition. Here’s why.

QUARTZ OR
ENGINEERED
STONE
WHY IT’S HOT It’s the
fastest-growing
countertop surface and
it’s at the top of our
ratings for its better-
than-granite stain
resistance. Plus, it looks
just like real stone, and
it doesn’t need sealing. 
THE DRAWBACKS
Seams show and edges
can chip.
PRICE $45 to $90 per
sq. ft., installed; $2,500
to $5,000 for an
average-size kitchen

SOLID SURFACE 
WHY IT’S HOT It’s
strong like granite but
made from sheets of
acrylic compounds to
mimic stone, concrete,
and quartz. And it has
no seams and requires
no sealing. 
THE DRAWBACKS
Stone-look finishes can
appear more uniform
than natural.
PRICE $35 to $80 per
sq. ft., installed; $1,950
to $4,400 for an
average-size kitchen

LAMINATE
WHY IT’S HOT The
look and subtle, rough
feel may fool
everybody into
thinking you splurged
on stone, but laminate
is a fraction of the
price. It also scored
high in our stain- and
heat-resistance tests.
THE DRAWBACKS
It scratches easily and
it’s not repairable.
PRICE $10 to $30 per
sq. ft., installed; $550
to $1,650 for an
average-size kitchen

To keep your
kitchen looking its
best, remember
that more than two
appliances on a
countertop makes
it look cluttered. 

TIP

The Breville
BBL600XL, $200,
has the oomph to
crush ice and the
finesse to whip
up smoothies, and its
steely design looks
almost sculptural on 
a counter.

surfaces


